All About
SHARKs
Did you know that there are over 450 recognized species
of sharks swimming in the world’s oceans ?!
These magnificent creatures of the sea range in size from the length of a human hand
(like the lantern shark)

to over half the length of a basketball court
(Like the whale shark).

Some feed on tiny plankton (like the basking shark),
while others prefer larger fish and squid
(like the thresher, blue and shortfin mako sharks).

Sharks have been around for over 400 million years!
In that time, they have become extremely diverse and can be found in nearly every corner of the planet
— from the poles to the tropics,
the deep sea, open ocean, coral reefs, kelp forests and beach-side shallows.
Moreover, sharks have shaped the marine environment for centuries,
and play an important role in maintaining a healthy ocean ecosystem.
They are impressive apex predators,
with jaws and teeth well-adapted to hunting and eating large prey animals.
For the most part, sharks are at the top of the food web
and tend to eat very efficiently, keeping many marine animal populations healthy and balanced.
Unfortunately, harmful fishing practices have dramatically reduced shark numbers all over the world,
and if sharks disappeared — as many of them might — we would miss them!
Populations of large sharks have rapidly and drastically declined, particularly in recent decades and
nearly a quarter of shark species are listed as threatened or endangered by the IUCN.
So Let’s Raise awareness and learn about the importance
of sharks in our fragile oceans!
Maybe YOU can't save sharks on your own - But together - we can do this!

You have all the tools you need to begin at the touch of your keypad.
Here’s what you’ll need to do to get started. It’s super easy!
Just visit your library's online digital collection and discover the variety of eResources available to you.
Download library eBooks and eAudiobooks to your laptop, tablet, iPad or any other mobile device.
Browse, checkout and borrow these illustrative books highlighting the diverse species of sharks that roam the seas.
From the Massive whale shark to their close, cartilaginous relatives

— the skates & stingrays !!

